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01. Active vehicle barriers and patrol booth

02. 03. 04. No-Go bollards deployed in 
tandem with Jersey barriers, buried mobile 
vehicle barriers and patrol booths.

Integrated cobble turnpikes have malfunc-
tioned regularly and are now replaced by  
a buried mobile vehicle barrier.
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158 159Discursive Texts David Harvey B CPNI

We live in an era when ideals of 
human rights have moved center 
stage both politically and ethically. 
A lot of political energy is put into 
promoting, protecting, and articu-
lating their significance in the con-
struction of a better world. For the 
most part the concepts circulating 
are individualistic and property- 
based and, as such, do nothing 
to challenge hegemonic liberal 
and neoliberal market logics, or 
neoliberal modes of legality and 
state action. We live in a world, 
after all, where the rights of private 
property and the profit rate trump 
all other notions of rights one can 
think of. But there are occasions 
when the ideal of human rights takes a collective turn, as when 
the rights of workers, women, gays, and minorities come to the 
fore (a legacy of the long-standing labor movement and, for ex-
ample, the 1960s Civil Rights movement in the United States, 
which was collective and had a global resonance). Such strug-
gles for collective rights have, on occasion, yielded important 
results. Here I want to explore another kind of collective right 
– that to the city in the context of a revival of interest in Henri 
Lefebvre’s ideas on the topic, and the emergence of all sorts of 
social movements around the world that are now demanding 
such a right. How, then, can this right be defined?

The city, the noted urban sociologist Robert Park once wrote, 
is “man’s most consistent and on the whole, his most successful 
attempt to remake the world he lives in more after his heart’s 
desire. But, if the city is the world which man created, it is 
the world in which he is henceforth condemned to live. Thus, 
indirectly, and without any clear sense of the nature of his task, 
in making the city man has remade himself.”1 If Park is correct, 
then the question of what kind of city we want cannot be di-
vorced from the question of what kind of people we want to be, 
what kinds of social relations we seek, what relations to nature 
we cherish, what style of life we desire, what aesthetic values 
we hold. The right to the city is, 
therefore, far more than a right of 
individual or group access to the 
resources that the city embodies: 
it is a right to change and reinvent 
the city more after our hearts’ de-
sire. It is, moreover, a collective rather than an individual right, 
since reinventing the city inevitably depends upon the exercise 
of a collective power over the processes of urbanization. The 
freedom to make and remake ourselves and our cities is, I want 
to argue, one of the most precious yet most neglected of our 
human rights. How best then to exercise that right?

[…] These days it is not hard to enumerate all manner of urban 
discontents and anxieties, as well as excitements, in the midst of 
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“We live in a world, after all, where the rights of 
private property and the profit rate trump all other 
notions of rights one can think of.”

Harvey
The renown British geographer David 
Harvey (1935– ) is a leading voice within the 
field of critical and Marxist geography. He 
is the author of numerous influential works 
bridging political economics, urbanism, 
culture, and other fields, including: Social 
Justice and the City (1973); The Condition 
of Post-Modernity (1989); Spaces of Hope 
(2000); and A Brief History of Neoliberalism 
(2005). In this excerpt Harvey reflects upon 
Lefebvre’s concept of the right to the city, 
and the freedom of citizens to affect the 
city, as “one of the most precious yet most 
neglected of our human rights.” Harvey 
describes the increasing pressure this right 
is placed under within the conditions of 
contemporary neoliberal capitalism, and 
the related impact this has on the city. 

This text was first published in the book 
Rebel Cities (London: Verso, 2012).

they typically have no control over themselves. This means that a 
wide range of threats to their welfare has to be managed down to a 
proportionate level.

One can discuss if freedom is to maximize security so that people 
can get from space A to space B without being attacked, or if it is 
space free from security measures. In order to create safer public 
space, different actors have to work together, ranging from politicians, 
engineers, and security advisers to designers and architects. In order 
to create “free space” and a space where people feel safe, there needs 
to be acceptance of some sort of security measures (whether physical 
or tactical). That being said, security does not have to be a mutually 
exclusive subject – it can be achieved as dual purpose with other  
environmental, aesthetic, safety, and design goals. A well-designed 
building could, for example include blast-resistant glass, which in 
addition to its breaking strength also would give the building a lower 
u-value. The challenge for those involved in security design (security 
R&D professionals, architects, designers, and engineers) is to antici-
pate the direction of the market, develop new more blast-resistant ma-
terials with the industry, and then be able to equal or better the price 
to be able to demonstrate “dual purpose,” so that security is not the 
only driver to choose that system. People do adapt. For example, if a 
road is being relocated, the locals may protest. But in a year they will 
have adapted to the changes and maybe even realized that they may 
have benefited from it; the local stores and businesses may have had 
an increase in income, or there has been a reduction in traffic-related 
incidents which again benefits the local community and its citizens. 
The people didn’t see it when the relocation was being approved, but 

they may see it later. 
Just as a designer cannot ignore rele-

vant structural codes against seismic or 
accidental events, a designer must recog-
nize that not all the people who will visit 
or enjoy the space have totally innocent 
intent. For that reason the designers have 
a part to play minimizing the likelihood or 

severity of those threats manifesting themselves. Providing security 
does not mean they cannot create a beautiful space, but it does mean 
designers can provide a beautiful, safe, and secure space. Physical se-
curity if done with care and flair can enhance a public space. It can 
provide a level of confidence to those people visiting or owning that 
public space and remove or mitigate certain threat/attack vectors. 
Physical security measures also allow those responsible for security 
monitoring and tactics (including the security officers/guard force, 
and police) to focus their tactical measures. Such tactical measures 
can reduce the residual risks that are not mitigated by the physical 
measures, and also elucidate behaviors in those with malicious in-
tent during their hostile reconnaissance phase, which allows moni-
toring and tactical measures to reconcile or disrupt. 

Security as Added Value
The field of risk analysis is intricate and complex. We have to ask 
ourselves what risks we are willing to expose ourselves to. Unlike 
road safety and vehicle safety, where trends can be identified by the 
number of collisions and resultant casualties and easily analyzed in 
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“One can discuss if freedom is to maximize 
security so that people can get from space A to 
space B without being attacked, or if it is space 
free from security measures.” 
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QALANDIA CHECKPOINT

Area B Separation Barrier

Palestinian built-up area 

Qalandia Refugee Camp

Area C IDF military area
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Ramallah, West Bank
Qalandia Checkpoint

The Israeli–West Bank Separation Barrier, “Security Fence,” or 
“Apartheid Wall” as it is variously known, was approved by the 
Israeli cabinet in 2002. While the declared objective of the 
permanent physical barrier was to prevent the entry of Pales-
tinian suicide bombers, critics have addressed other agendas. 
According to B’Tselem, rather than being based solely on 
the security of Israeli citizens, “A major aim in planning the 
route [of the Barrier] was de facto annexation of part of the 
West Bank: when the Barrier is completed, 9.5 percent of the 
West Bank, containing 60 settlements, will be situated on its 
western, ‘Israeli’ side.”49

Palestinians are required to hold valid resident permits and 
identification cards in order to cross the dozens of checkpoints  
and gates, which are often congested and unpredictable. 
Apart from being universally condemned for its extensive 

Separation Barrier West BankI

Statistics 

Timeline Qalandia checkpoint

Number of fixed checkpointsIII

Berlin WallII

violation of human rights, the restrictions on Palestinians’ free-
dom of movement caused by the barrier obstruct the flow of 
everyday life, further contributing to the deterioration of the 
Palestinian economy and unemployment and poverty among 
its citizens.50 Palestinians needing to pass for work, educa-
tion, or medical care are hindered, while family ties and social 
connections are also adversely affected.

The busiest and most notorious of the military checkpoints 
(or “crossings” as they are referred to by the IDF) along the 
separation barrier is Qalandia, located between Jerusalem 
and Ramallah and the central West Bank. Qalandia trans-
formed over several years into a large and technologically 
sophisticated instrument of control. According to the IDF, an 
average of 15,000 people pass through Qalandia daily.51 

Completed 439.7 km Under construction 56.6 km

Total when completed 708 km

Total as of February 2014: 99 fixed checkpoints

Regularly staffed: 33/59 Regularly staffed: 33/40

Total ring 155 km

Internally located inside West Bank

Last inspection point before entering Israel
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34° 15′ 25.6320″ E 
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304 305Discursive Design Proposals E Dystopian Scenario for Extreme Security

1.5 m thick × 15 m high shock- 
absorbing concrete wall

Electric fences with cameras on 
alternate lamp posts

Manipulated landscape

Watchtowers with automated 
snipers

Sniper drones

Decoy road in front of VIP 
entrance

Automated snipers moving back 
and forth on top of the wall

360 degrees surveillance camera 
towers

Vehicle checkpiont #1, with  
guard, barriers, AMPR, access 
panel with print, face, and eye 
recognition

Reinforced bollards

Personnel checkpoint #1. Access 
panel with print, face, and eye 
recognintion. Only people going 
to H-, Y-, S-block, R4, M17, and 
M19 can pass beyond this point.

X-ray, gamma-, heat-detection 
cameras

Entrance for prime minister, 
ministers and other VIP guests. 
Laser gate

Persons denied access are escorted from 
premises by security guards.

12 m high electric fence

Quicksand between the wall  
and the electric fence

X-ray, gamma-, heat- and bomb-  
detection control point.  
Person entry only possible through control 
point they have been granted access to.
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Delivery truck checkpoints with 
guard, barriers, AMPR, X-ray, 
gamma, heat- and bomb- 
detection devices 

Buildings too close to govern-
mental buildings demolished

Tire stoppers 

Missile detection and defense 
weapons

Narrowing of road

Armored vehicles patrolling area

Internal delivery trucks

Exit vehicle checkpoint

Vehicle checkpoint #2. X-ray, 
gamma-, heat- and bomb- 
detection devices

Exit vehicle checkpoint with  
guard, barriers, AMPR, X-ray, 
gamma-, and heat-detection 
devices

Steel gate 

All surrounding streets become 
pedestrianized. 

Old buildings demolished, new 
common parking complex built

Personnel checkpoint #2. Only 
personnel with access to S-block, 
R4, M17 and M19 can pass beyond 
this point. 

Demolishing and relocating of 
nearby buildings. New building 
replacing R6 is built.

Personnel are directed towards  
buildings they are working in 
through narrow protected path-
ways.
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